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Malih” on its Skyrock blog http://casacrew-
00.skyrock.com . Another solid release by this
venerable crew from Casablanca.

Leaving the world of hip-hop, the nine-piece
fusion group Zazz Band has some great songs on
their MySpace page. Sounding more seasoned
than when I saw them last summer, Zazz Band
carries on the rhythmically based fusion tradition
of Aba’raz, a seminal fusion band that made a big
but short-lived splash in 2002-03. I particularly
love the reed work of Mohamed Kendri, a classi-
cally trained clarinetist who made his pop music
debut with Aba’raz way back when. [http://
www.myspace.com/zazzband ]

Finally, you gotta check out Haoussa. The
“bad boys” of alt music in Morocco produce the
finest punk-ska-rock-reggae hardcore Moroccan
fusion out there. And, they put on a hell of a live
show. Check it out!  [http://www.myspace.com/
haoussa ]. And, whatever you do, don’t miss the
video of Hoba Hoba Spirit’s performance at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
in Washington, DC on March 8. The whole con-
cert is on http://www.kennedycenter.org/pro-
grams/millennium/artist_detail.cfm?artist_id=
HBAHBASPRT# . They only let them play a
single set (50 minutes) but it’s enough to see why
HHS is the Moroccan rock band.

❖ ❖ ❖
To close out, here are a few recommendations

from the new and relatively new releases that have
landed in my analog or digital mailboxes over the
last few months. The Master Musicians of
Jajouka are back with another album, The Mas-
ter Musicians of Jajouka with Bachir Attar:
Live, Vol. One (Jajouka). It is the most memo-
rable recording the group has made since 1969’s
Brian Jones Presents the Pipes of Pan at Jajouka
(Rolling Stones). That groundbreaking recording
was a cut-and-paste studio manipulation of field
recordings by Rolling Stones’ guitarist Jones that
presaged some of the best and worst world music
productions that followed. The new cd is a whole
different animal, recorded live at the Centro Cul-
tural de Belem in Lisbon in March 2007. Defi-
nitely worth a listen.

While we’re speaking of “world music” pro-
ductions, Justin Adams and Juldeh Camara are
back with another border-crossing effort. Follow-
ing up on last year’s Soul Science (World Village
468076), British rock guitarist Adams and
Gambian griot Camara’s new album Tell No Lies
(Real World) shows none of the hesitancy that kept
Soul Science from being a great album. Adams
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The Virtual Maghreb
By  Jeffrey  Callen

fans know you before you take the stage for the
first time. And bands are starting to get access to
the major online music stores. Hoba Hoba Spirit
is on iTunes (thanks to a good friend of the band
who’s based in NYC) and I hope Darga, H-Kayne,
Don Bigg, and others aren’t far behind.

If you’re looking for a little guidance, here’s
a short list of some of the more interesting new
Moroccan music out there in the digital world.
First, check out the new single by Don Bigg,
“Itoub” (“God Bless”) from his yet-to-be-re-
leased album Byad O Kyal. “Itoub” presents a
new image for Don Bigg that contradicts his
reputation for crude, too-rough lyrics. “Itoub”
salutes Those who held me down since day one,
man/Today, I wanna sing about them man/I
wanna stand up, salute them and say/God bless,
God bless, God bless, God bless/thank you, thank
you, thank you, man. (Thanks to al Khasser for
the translation). An image change for the Bigg
man and it’s got a great flow. It’s also showing
signs—radio and media play in the U.K. and
France—that it might break Bigg outside of
Morocco. [http://www.myspace.com/donbigg ]

Staying in the world of hip-hop, Casa Crew
is showcasing its fine new single “Rap ando

Continued on page 59

he music industry has gone digital.
Old news? Yes, but it leapt to mind
when I realize how few cds pass
through my hands these days. One
of the perks of being a music

writer was all those free cds and dvds that passed
through my mail slot. Then there was that moment
of expectation as I tore open the envelope to
behold its contents. But alas, the recordings still
come, but more often than not, I’m given a code
for a secure Web site to download the tracks and
some high-res jpgs. All I need to do my job but I
miss the product that I held in my hand. Gone are
the little booklet (a pdf is just not the same), the
shine of the disk, and the whir of the cd player.

But there is an upside. The digital world has
created greater access for artists, particularly those
from small markets whether due to geography,
language or genre. Particularly good news for al-
ternative artists in small countries and that brings
us to alternative music artists in Morocco. The
virtual world has created a platform for alterna-
tive artists in Morocco (hip-hop, fusion, rock,
electronica, singer-songwriters) that was hardly
imaginable 10 years ago.

If you wonder about it, just check out the
MySpace pages of Hoba Hoba Spirit, Mazagan,
Fnaire, Darga, Haoussa, Amarg Fusion… and the
list goes on. Check out the audio and video clips,
the link to the band’s Web site if they’ve got one
(but with all the social networking sites, a Web
site is less and less necessary and they seem to be
“under maintenance” more and more these days).
Then hop over and check out the band sites and
multiple fan sites for each band. Finally (all right,
you pick the order), check out YouTube: What
band or surfboarding bulldog hasn’t posted a
YouTube video? Last year, guitarist Anouar
Zehouani of Moroccan fusion rockers Hoba Hoba
Spirit told me, “success on YouTube does not nec-
essarily mean true success!” Maybe not neces-
sarily but it sure doesn’t hurt when a YouTube
search of Hoba Hoba Spirit gives you 406 hits
with up to 45,000 views on some clips. Granted
not all the clips feature HHS—some are home-
made videos featuring their songs or covers of
their songs or lessons on how to play their songs—
but doesn’t the plethora of Elvis memorabilia and
Elvis impersonators say something significant
about Elvis’ status as a cultural icon?

In the last few years, alternative music has at-
tained an unprecedented level of success in Mo-
rocco and all this virtual exposure has been a major
factor. It may not directly lead to cd or download
sales—the marketplace is lagging behind—but it
means more media time, more concerts and local

Juldeh Camara and Justin Adams:
back with another border-
crossing effort.

hoba hoba spirit is
the moroccan rock band.
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reggae update
Continued from page 16
artist releases focusing on one riddim that are
producer and label-specific compilations. Time
and space prohibit going into them all in depth
this time around but some of my favorites include
Journey’s (SoBe) featuring Morgan Heritage,
Queen Ifrica and more, Obama Rhythm (Hard
Drive) with work from Turbulence, Lutan Fyah,
Gyptian and others, Nylon: One Drop Rhythm
Number One (Greensleeves) featuring Tarrus
Riley, Richie Spice and more, Billion Riddim
(Lion Music) with top artists including Freddie
McGregor and Fantan Mojah, Show Love Riddim
(Itation) including Natty King and Ras Attitude
[www.itationrecords.com ], Those Guys, with a
great track from John Mouse called “In New
York” and Genesis (both on Cousins in the Ride
the Riddim series) [www.cousinsrecords.com ].
Also worth checking are the Prosper Riddim,
available as a series of hip 7" singles from
Redbud [info@redbudrecords.com ], Frontline
Riddim (Lion Sounds) with Prezident Brown,
Khari Kill and others over a hip-hop drum-driven
reggae track, and Clutch Riddim (Truckback)
with contributions from Capleton, Buju Banton
and Spragga Benz.

One new single-riddim set that bears mention
in greater depth is the one called the Cuss Fix
Riddim (Upsetta Sound digital-only), which
leads off with a crucial cut from Admiral Tibet,
“If Me Never Run.” I’ve said before that Tibet
often gives the best cut on whatever riddim an-
thology he appears on and it’s almost not fair to
say it again since, with the exception of the clos-
ing cut “I Had A Dream (Come to Pass)” from
Determine and the fabulous “Cool Now” from
Universal Speakers, a group whose independent
self-produced debut 0I have previously reviewed,
all the other artists on this set are new to me. Ras
Iba has a standout cut with “Dredda” and other
artists on board include Purity, Ras Q, Smoke
and Aqua, and Shalli. Produced by Dante Dubee
Davinci, and Craig Mitchell.

Another nice trend these days is the combo-
riddim release on which two or three riddims bed
a series of songs. To the World Vol. One (VP)
features the “Guardian Angel,” “Revolution” and
“Up and Live” riddims with contributions from
Jah Cure, Alaine and djs Voicemail, T.O.K. and
others. Youths and Youths Riddim and Found
Her Riddim (Militant Muzik) rolls contempo-
rary roots artists including Luciano, Bushman
and Mikey General alongside djs Jah Mason,
Munga and others with Junior Reid and Glen
Washington among the artists getting in top
shots.[militantmuzik@yahoo.com ] Double
Decker Vol. One (Henfield) rolls a riddim for
three of four songs then steps into a next one,
keeping things lively through a full 20 tracks.
Finally, along these lines Classic Rhythms Vol.
One (Greensleeves) gathers cuts from relatively
recent riddims “Sweat,” “Good to Go,” “Mad
Ants” and “Krazy” with artists including Wayne
Wonder, Capleton and more.

Chuck Foster hosts “Reggae Central” on
KPFK-FM 90.7 Los Angeles. Visit KPFK.ORG
for playlists or choose Audio Archives and scroll

to “Reggae Central” to hear or download last
Sunday’s show. Or—if you’re feeling really ad-
venturous—visit myspace.com/reggaecentral and
view photos and video clips of guests and more!

technobeat
Continued from page 19
an electric bass. Diabate’s impressive, big-voiced
vocals sound as if subjects of great gravitas are
being conveyed, though the majestically strident
style is often yoked to singing the praises of a
local patron who supports the artist. Choice cut
“Korossi” adds extra percussion to the swinging
rhythm along with jazzy Fula Flute player
Sylvain Leroux. “Foday” percolates along with
almost ominous urgency but is sweetened by
tasty kora and guitar interplay.

Visit the Technobeat Web site at www.techno
beat.com for Bob’s columns for The Beat since
1990, Dave Hucker’s columns since 1997, and
a link to Bob’s pet book authorship Web site,
www.bobtarte.com . E-mail Bob at rtarte@
att.net . Listen to “What Were You Thinking?”
Bob’s podcast on exotic pets at www.pet
liferadio.com .

the other caribbean
Continued from page 26
by acoustic guitar and often-topical lyrics sung
in the artist’s mellow tenor. A jazzy bossa-nova
vibe combines with the konpa as typified by the
opening cut: “Jwet Kole” sets the tone for the
rest of the album. Haitian jazzmen Buyu Amboise
on sax and André Dejean on trumpet add nice
solos. [www.myspace.com/jeanmicheldaudier ]

In the world of Latin music where reggaeton
seems to dominate, it’s refreshing to hear a com-
pilation of old-school salsa. Salsa! (Putumayo)
samples a cross section of artists and groups from
Puerto Rico and the New York scene as well as
Cuba and Colombia to give us the flavor of how
it was in the 1960s through the ’70s and ’80s
when artists like Eddie Palmieri took spicy so-
los. There are also several examples of contem-
porary salsa such as the cut “El Shing-A-Ling”
from MexicanAmerican conguero Poncho
Sanchez, “Ay Valeria!” from Congolese artist
Ricardo Lemvo, and “Angoa” from Colombian
Juanito Murillo y la Agresiva.

The album University of Calypso (Heads Up
International) sees steel pan player Andy Narell
teaming up with calypsonian Relator (AKA
Willard Harris) to draw from a repertoire of some
of Relator’s originals from the ’80s as well as
classics from calypso’s Golden Age from the
1950s and ’60s. Relator actually won Calypso
Monarch in 1980 and of course Narell has pushed
the art of steel pan to ever greater limits with
numerous projects as the jazz-influenced
Sakésho. Here he lays back and plays a support-
ing role to the main focus which always was
calypso’s topical lyrics. Nevertheless his solos
are warm and melodic as ever, ably supported
with nice jazz touches from pianist Dario

Eskenazi. The album also features a special guest
Paquito D’Rivera, whose soprano sax trades licks
with Narell on the salsa-tinged “Pan in Har-
mony.” [www.headsup.com ]

Going even farther back into the classic ca-
lypso bag is Sir Lancelot: Pinardymns + (Black
Kettle) which offers 15 cuts from the very last
sessions ever recorded by calypsonian Sir
Lancelot Pinard. These are cleaned-up re-releases
of what were probably the original 45 rpm vi-
nyl. Lancelot must have experienced a religious
conversion in his later years because pretty much
every cut bears a religious theme, be it the para-
phrased “23 Psalm” or his own “Peace and Good-
will to All Men.” The artist had a clear voice and
accompanied himself on guitar, occasionally
breaking into a whistled solo. [www.black
kettleproductions.com ]

[Contact the author at othercarib@aol.com ]

African beat
Continued from page 46
the big regional electric dance orchestra music
from the 1970s in Mali recorded on the Baren-
reiter and Kunkan labels. These bands were able
to translate ancient and local musical traditions
into world stage music to which one must boogie
down. Music with which one realigns one’s spine
and gets athletic.

Malian music in general shares a great deal in
common with American music. Blues, rhythm
& blues, jazz and rock ’n’ roll sound a lot like
Malian music. The orchestras of that era, Kayes,
Sikasso (Kene Star), Mopti, Super Djata, Super
Biton (Segou), Badema, the National A Band,
not to mention the more internationally oriented
Les Ambassadeurs and the Rail Band—all had a
penchant for funky and otherwise wickedly nasty
dance beats, long trancedance-endental jams that
you could gyrate to and walk among in funky
syncopation—brutal percussion, down-and-dirty
guitar lines, horn sections conjuring soul, hot
shadows, and what the Spanish mean when they
say sabor—only in Malian flavors—a rich stew.

Many of today’s elder and/or legendary gi-
ants—Salif Keita, Kasse Mady Diabate, Mama
Sissoko, Keletigui Diabate, Zani Diabate and
Sorry Bamba—got their careers started and ma-
tured in these bands. If you’re interested, Graeme
Counsel at his wonderful, essential Radio Africa
Web site (www.radioafrica.com.au ) provides a
treasure trove of discographic information and
commentary. However, there’s not much of this
music out there available in compact disc or
downloadable formats. Though Sterns has a se-
ries of recordings of these same bands in the works
to follow up on their Guinean Authenticité series,
none of them will be released in any immediate
future insofar as I know.

On the other hand, save for the first few bars
on disc one played on an unfortunately out-of-
tune saxophone, there are well over two hours
great music on these. I especially wish all the
funkophiles out there might pay attention, lovers
of electric rhythm & blues, electric jam-band
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sounds. These bands could plug in and play them
all and keep it local, ancient, all its own. The book-
let that accompanies the discs is well worth hav-
ing; photos and commentary excellent.

Also Recommended: Orchestre Poly-Rythmo
de Cotonou, The Vodoun Effect (Analog Africa
AACD 064). Africa Analog’s comp of the most
sought-after heyday band from West Africa on
vinyl, the spectacular Orchestre TP Poly-Rythmo.
Not quite the range here of the PAM or Soundway
comps, focusing as it does on their funkier side
only, but everything Poly-Rythmo touched was
gold, and funk their 24-karat signature. The ac-
companying booklet for any fan is a wonderful,
indispensable bit of documentation with interview
material and a discography of their singles.

[barryology@sbcglobal.net ]

moroccan roll
Continued from page 47
set out with the goal of taking the new album
“beyond the usual ‘nice’ sound of a lot of African
records.” To communicate his vision, Adams put
together a mix tape for Camara that included both
“New world and old West African funk”–-Muddy
Waters, Johnny Otis, Nigerian and Senegalese
pop bands from the ’70s (heavy on the delay and
distortion), Led Zeppelin, the Clash—to give the
flavor of what he was looking for. And the album
has a harder rock edge than Soul Science and it
works as an album—it’s a great way to spend a
the better part of an hour. The harder-edged songs
deliver a punch and the quieter efforts provide a
nice balance to create a very satisfying listening
experience. A post-modern effort in the best sense
of the term.

The final new release that I recommend In
Memory of A Hero (Flag of Freedom Productions
FFP 005) by California-based Amazigh singer and
songwriter Moh Alileche. The album, dedicated
to the late Matoub Lounes, an outspoken singer
and activist for Amazigh rights, was recorded in
Algeria and France in 2008 before its release in
Berkeley in March of this year. Using Kabyle stu-
dio musicians enabled Alileche to get the feel and
sound he was looking for. This is the second of
Alileche’s four cds to be dedicated to Matoub
Lounes and his own songs show his commitment
to the struggle for Amazigh rights and his love of
his native Kabylia. Fortunately, his songs are more
than polemics: they are engaging songs that en-
tertain as well as enlighten.

[Contact: jeffcallenphd@gmail.com ]

reggae obsession
Continued from page 49
also. We were very in tune to the regional politics
and geopolitics, and to the socio-economic
realities of the world, and somehow it inspired
me to register my comments on the issue. I
performed it on campus and it was very popular.
Q: Another of your poems is “Battle of Adowa.”
It sounds like a chant. Have you ever recorded
that one?

A: Never! What happened is that I visited
Ethiopia at the invitation of the Ethiopian
government in 1996 to commemorate the
centenary of the battle of Adowa. The battle
of Adowa, for those who might not know, really
came about when Italy invaded Ethiopia in
1896, when Menelik II was Emperor of
Ethiopia. The Italians wanted to lord it over
Ethiopia as the Protectorate of Ethiopia, and
Menelik would have none of it. So was was as
a result of Ethiopia trying to defend her age-
old sovereignty and territorial integrity and
independence. So they went to war and they
defeated what was perceived to be an invin-
cible European force, with comparatively
primitive weapons. But with a just cause, and
faith, Menelik II proved that even in that time,
David could defeat Goliath, as His Imperial
Majesty did in the 1930s, when Italy again
invaded Ethiopia.

So we were there in 1996 to commemorate
the centenary and that inspired “The Battle of
Adowa” and several other poems like “In the
Emperor’s Bed,” We ended up sleeping in the
Emperor’s bed when we were in Ethiopia!
“Mama Lake Tana” was also written while my
feet were dabbling in Lake Tana.
Q: A few months ago, in March, you published
a new book on Rastafari. Many books have
been written about Rastafari. What can expect
from that one? What makes it so special?
A: Well, hear this now! The more things
change, the more they remain the same, and
the more they remain the same, the more they
change. There’s nothing new under the sun, but
we need to be reminded, we need a new
perspective, a new vantage point. We need to
add more voices to the chorus. This book,
Overstanding Rastafari ,  is written by a
member of the Rastafari family, which makes
it more real than other things which have been
written. Now, there is a lack of material about
Rastafari and I was asked by the Ministry of
Education to address that as a cultural agent.
So we are intimate with the questions that are
being asked by the educators and the students
in the school system. And I travel the world,
and people always come and ask me about
Rastafari, about how we can use the Rastafari
worldview to lend ideas and inspiration to
different other issues and struggles all over the
world. So we tabulated all of these questions
and subjects brought into the curriculum and
people’s questions and addressed these issues
comprehensively. The book consists of 21
chapters with a lot of context. So this book is
different and unique against that background
of being devoted to the faith in excess of 25
years, and out of that experience, this is a
response to provide information which was
hitherto lacking, largely speaking. So the
success of the book is  testament to i ts
relevance: we sold the first print in less than a
month.
Q: Well, thank you, Yasus Afari!

[Contact Eric Doumerc at erdoum@aol.com ]


